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OVERVIEW

❑ The impact of COVID-19 on 
development funding

❑ How are agencies adjusting to the 
impact?

❑ How do agencies plan to cope with  
potential funding decreases in 2021?

❑ How can Executive Boards support 
agencies and Member States? 

STRUCTURED

FUNDING

DIALOGUE
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Impact of COVID-19

Global Context                                              
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Impact of COVID-19

Shock to Development 
Finance Landscape 
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Impact of COVID-19

ODA flows projection 
scenarios
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How do agencies 
plan to cope with 
a potential ODA 
decrease ? 

A challenging Strategic Planning Background

➔ Uncertainties in ODA scenarios and funding 
environment

➔ Leading to difficult to predict income forecasting
➔ … while delivering on UN Reform & Funding Compact

Developing  4-year Strategic Plan & Budget under 
those circumstances requires:

➔ flexible and fiscally prudent responses 
➔ drawing on entity-specific comparative advantages
➔ building on good practices tested in previous and at 

the peak of this crisis
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How do agencies 
plan to cope with 
a potential ODA 
decrease ? 

➔ Ambitious yet prudent and 
intelligence-based income projections, 
and budgets

➔ Flexible business models, agile 
programming and results frameworks 
to cope with unforeseen changes

➔ Readiness to implement course 
corrections, including austerity 
measures, if necessary.

Prudent planning and budgeting approaches

APPROACHES
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How do agencies 
plan to cope with 
a potential ODA 
decrease ? 

➔ Hedge against foreign exchange rate 
fluctuations

➔ Incentivize more multi-year funding 
agreements

➔ Conduct revenue projections in a more refined 
manner, factoring various funding scenarios for 
budget planning

➔ Diversify revenue sources beyond ODA

➔ Develop “investment cases” to accelerate the 
achievement of results.

Funding and financing measures

MEASURES
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How do agencies 
plan to cope with 
a potential ODA 
decrease ? 

➔ Deploy a global goods approach in 
generating and sharing knowledge and 
solutions

➔ Harness digitization for cost-effectiveness 
and increased impact

➔ Foster co-creation and scale up local 
innovation for innovative solutions

➔ Enhance South-South and triangular 
cooperation to leverage resources

Effectiveness and efficiency measures

MEASURES
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How do agencies 
plan to cope with 
a potential ODA 
decrease ? 

➔ Joint UN advocacy efforts for predictable 
levels of core, pooled, thematic and 
quality funding in support of Strategic 
Plans

➔ Joint resource mobilization at country 
level by UNCTs

➔ Scale-up promising integrated 
approaches

Joint approaches generating resources & 
economies of scale

JOINT 
APPROACHES
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1. How can 
Executive 
Boards support 
agencies and 
Member States? 

Funding Compact commitments enshrine consistent, 
predictable and flexible funding by:
● Addressing the imbalance between core and non-core funding
● Increasing multi-year funding commitments; and,
● Capitalizing on flexible funding mechanisms such as thematic and 

pooled funds.

Good donorship practices suggest:
● Matching contribution levels to Executive-Board endorsed 

budgets;
● Indicating anticipated contribution amounts, particularly in 

the case of cuts to programmes, or decreases;
● Making payments as early in the year as possible; and
● Supporting funding streams that support joint design and 

implementation.
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1. How can 
Executive 
Boards support 
agencies and 
Member States? 

Flexible, predictable funding is critical to coordinated 
equitable and predictable response to COVID

Urge member states to:
● Protect their investment to sustainable development and 

refrain from cutting United Nations life-saving 
programmes

● Honor commitments and contractual obligations
● Transparently and swiftly engage with concerned 

agencies and programme countries counterparts on their 
budgetary plans

● Ensure that reductions are temporary, reversed asap, 
and do not set the trend for others to follow 
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Q&As
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